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IN THE COURT OF THE SESSIONS JUDGE ::::: BONGAIGAON

Sessions Case No. 74(BGN)/2015
U/S 399 IPC

(Arising out of G.R. Case No. S01 of 2008)

State of Assam

Vs.

1. Sri Ahmed Ali
2. Sri Enamul Hoque
3. Sri Samidul Hoque
4. Sri Amirul Islam
5. Sri Alachuddin Sheikh
6. Sri Sukur Ali

......accused persons

PRESENT: Smr. I. Barman,
Sessions Judge,
Rongoigaon.

ADVOCAIES APPEARI]D :

For the State : Smt. J. Barua, public prosecutor

For the accused persons : Sri S. Sarkar, Sri M. Islam,

& Sri J. Islam

.......advocates.

Date of Argument : 01.06.17
Dare of Judgmenr : 15.06.17

JUDGMENT AND ORDER

1. The prosecution case in brief is that on 01.09.08 at night at

1:00 A.M on the basis of information regarding making preparation for
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commission of dacoity by some miscreants on N.H.way at Garugaon
amongst whom vDp party and villagers caught tlyo miscreants while
others ran away, the I/c, North Bongaigaon p.p sri Rustam Raj Brahma
along with staff proceeded there and apprehended two miscreants namely
Ahmed Ali and Monowar Hussain and seized one wooden prank fixing
some pointed pegs a device made to burst the wheels of the vehicles and
on preliminary enquiry found that apprehended miscreants Ahmed Ali
and Monowar Hussain along with other associates namely Emanul
Hoque, Samidul Hoque, Aminul Islam, Alachuddin, Sukur Ali, Lalchand
Mia and others assembled at No.1 Garugaon to commit dacoity in the
night super buses running on N.H.31. For the incident, s.I Rustam Raj
Brahma lodged the F.I.R on 01.09.08.

2. On receipt of the FIR, the O/C, North Bongaigaon p.S.

registered a case being Bongaigaon p.s. case No. 3s6/08 u/s 3gg Ipc
and launched investigation of the case. The Investigating officer visite,l
the place of occurrence, recorded the statement of the witnesses and at
the close of investigation submitted charge sheet against the accused
persons Ahmed Ali, Monowar Hussain, Enamul Hoque, Samidul Hoque,
Amirul Islam, Alachuddin and SukurAli u/s 3gg IpC.

3. All the accused persons have appeared before the court to
face the trial. Accordingly, after observing required formalities, the
Learned sDJM(s), Bongaigaon vide orcrer dtd. 10.08.15 committed the
case to the court of Session, Bongaigaon, being the offense U/S 3gg Ipc
exclusively triable by the Court of Session.

4' on commitment, after going through the police report
furnished under section 173 crpc and hearing both sides, having find a
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prima facie case, charge was framed against the accused persons u/s 3gg

IPC. The accused pleaded innocence when charge was read over and

explained to them and claimed for the trial. During trial accused

Monowar Hussain remained absent and on the basis of report of E.o that
he could not be traced out and no property was found in his name,

accused Monowar Hussain was declared absconder vide order dtd.

23.02.16 and the case against him was filed. Hence, the case is proceeded

against other six accused persons.

5.

i. whether the accused the accused persons on 01.0g.08 qt

about 1:00 A.M (night) ot No.1 Garugaon were ossembled

and made preparation to commit dacoity in the night super

buses running on 31 Nationor High way and thereby

committed offence punishable U/S 3gg IpC?

6. In this case to bring home the charge against the accused

persons, prosecution side examined as many as 14 (fourteenth) witnesses.

In statement u/s 313 crpc, the accused denied all the allegations

levelled against them and adduced no evidence. I have heard argument of

both sides and also gone meticulously through the evidence of the

witnesses on record.

DISCUSSION. DECISION AND REASONS THERE OF:

7. At the very out set, I would like to scrutinize the evidence

on record for the purpose of adjudicating the charge against the accused

persons.
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B' pw1 Bajlur Rahman in his evidence stated that on rhe day
of incident, since 9:00 p.M when he arong with 10 others were on vDp
duty at No. 1 Garugaon, then at around 11:00 p.M, they had noticed two
boys standing under a ..ee of Nationar High way at village No.1
Garugaon and on asking who are they, the boys did not response. Then
they caught both the boys amongsr whom he identified one Ahmed Ali.
He stated that he could not recognize the other apprehended boy.
Thereafter, they handed over both the boys to the vDp secretary and
later on heard that the boys assembled there with intend to commit theft.
However, during trial, he recognized the other apprehended boy present
in the dock namely Manowar Hussain. During cross, he stated that they
did not enquire the apprehended two boys and only on suspicion they
caught them. According to him, the house of both the apprehended boys
Ahmed Ali and Monowar Hussain was about 1 KM away at Hapasara
village from the prace of occurrence. He stated that he did not know if
Ahmed Ali and Manowar Hussain were waiting for bus at the place of
occurrence. He further stated that at the place of occurrence he had not
seen Enamul Hoque, Samiclul Hoque, Amirul Islam, Alachuddin Sheikh
and Sukur Ali.

I' pw2 Lar Miya the hostile wimess deposed that on the night
after 10:00 P.M while he was at home, hearing huila he came out from
home and came to know that the vDp persons apprehended two boys.
But he did not know who were apprehended. During cross by defence he
stated that at the place of occurrence he had not seen the apprehended
boys.

10' pw3 Amjad Ari in his evidence stated that on the day of
incident at around 11:00 p.M while he arong with 6/7 others in course of
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VDP duty proceeded towards National High Way, they had seen some

persons gathered in the road but seeing them i.e the VDP persons the said

assembled persons ran away therefrom. However, they succeeded to hold

two persons namely Ahmed Ali and Monowar Hussain. He further stated

that they were standing near a tree and a piece of 617 feet }ength wooden

plank fixing with nails was found kept leaning in the tree. He stated that

the apprehended accused Ahmed and Monowar confessed them that they

brought the nail fixing plank to stop the running vehicles- He had not

seen the other aCCuSed persons at the place of occurrence. During cross,

he stated that accused Monowar and Ahmed resided at about 15/20 KM

away from their village. He admitted that possibility of proceeding

towards home by accused Ahmed Ali by walking cannot be ruled out'

According to this witness, after Monowar was caught, he told that he had

done craft work there. According to him, when Monowar was caught, the

plank was about L5' I 22Yz'away. He categorically stated that he had not

seen Enamul Hoque, Samidul Hoque, Amirul Islam, Alachuddin Sheikh

and Sukur Ali at the place of occurrence.

11. PW4 Muktar Hussain stated that on the day of incident

after 1-0:00 P.M hearing hue and cry he from home proceeded towards

National High Way and had seen that accused Monowar Hussain and

Ahmed Ali were caught by VDP workers. Thereafter, both Monowar and

Ahmed were taken to the house of Hojorul Islam the VDV Secretary' He

stated that near the place of occurrence, a piece of 617 feet length nail

fixing plank was found keeping leaning in a tree. He also stated that on

being asked the apprehended two accused persons told them that they

brought the plank with intend to burst the tires of the vehicles. During

cross, he stated that he did not know in what circumstances the two
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accused persons were caught. He admitted that sometimes nails fixing

plank was found lying on the road. But they had not seen the plank in the

hand of the accused persons. He admitted that there is every possibility

of apprehending Ahmed Ali and Monowar Hussain while they were

returning home and they were caught only on suspicion. He admitted that

from others he heard that on being asked by VDP setretary the two boys

told that they brought the plank with intend to burst tires.

12. PWS Premananda Ray deposed that on the day of incident

at about 1011L P.M, in course of VDP duty when he was about one mile

away from the place of occurrence, hearing halla he proceeded forward

and had seen a nail fixing plank kept leaning in a road side tree. He also

seen Enamul Hoque and Ahmed Ali there whom he recognized before the

court during deposition. During cross he stated that at the place of

occurrence, they found 5/6 persons. But he did not know why two

persons were caught. He also admitted that the plank was not found in

the hand of the accused persons and sometimes such type of nail fixing

plank were found lying on the road. He also stated that two accused

persons were caught on suspicion only.

13. PW6 Jaboruddin Miah deposed that only after 4/5 days of

accused persons were apprehended onthe incident he heard that the

suspicion in allegation of theft.

14. PW7 Biren Ray only knew that some commotion took

with that regardplace regarding preventing vehicle from advancing and

some persons assembled. Except that he knew nothing.

15. PWB Md. Moinul Hoque deposed that on the day of
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incident while he was taking meal at about Bi8:30 P.M, hearing some cry

as 'dhore', 'dhore', he proceeded forward and carne to know that the

public kept accused Ahmed Ali and Monowar Hussain in one's house on

allegation of coming to commit dacoity. During cross he stated that

accused Ahmed Ali and ivlenowar Hussain were kept in the house of

Hojorul Islam and on being asked by him, accused Monou,ar Hussain

told him that while he u,as proceeding by road he was caught and

brought there. He stated that so far his knowledge accused Ahmed Ali
and Manowar Hussain were caught on suspicion only.

16. PW9 Hojonrl Islam is Gaonbura as well as VDP Secretary

of village No.1 Garogaon. Ar:cording to this witness, on the day of

incident at night while his elder brother Amirul Islam was returning from

their step mother's house situated on the other side of the road, he had

seen accused Ahmed Ali standing with a 7'h feet length nail fixing plank.

Then on raising alarm, many persons gathered and caught accused

Ahmed Ali. Thereafter, the villagers brouglrt Ahmed Ali to his house

along with the said plank which r,vas seized by police vide seizure list

Exr.1. He also proved the nail fixing plank as M.Ext.1. Durin.l cr,oss, he

stated that he had not seeu when Ahmed AIi was caught.

L7. PW10 Amirul Islam deposed that on the day of incident at

about Lllr2 night he proceeded towards road in the call of nature and at

that time he had seen accused Ahmed Ali laying a nail fixing plank on

ttre road but at that time seeing two persons coming by riding bi-cycle

accused Ahmecl Ali kept aside the plank and as soon as the said persc,ns

crossed the place, again he laid the plank upon the road. Then he caught

Ahmed Ali and raised hulia. Flearing hulia many persons garhered and

took Ahmed Ali to the house of Hojorul Islam and handed over to police.
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He heard that on earrier occasions arso, such type of nail fixing prank
was used with intend to commit dacoity by bursting the wheels of the
vehicle. Though in examination he proved his signature in seizure rist
Ext'1 but during cross examination he denied his signature in the seizure
list. According ro him onry after holding accused Ahmed Ali by him,
other persons gathered there.

PW11 umar Faruk turned hostile. He deposed that on the
day of incident on receiving an information that some persons assembled
in the house of Hojorul Islam, he went there. At that time, it was about
10:00 P.M' In the house of Hojorul Islam he came to know that accused
Ahmed Ali was brought there finding him on road. He denied his
signature in the seizure list. He also denied that before police he stated
that they the vDp personnels caught accused Ahmed Ari and Monowar
Hussain while they were coming with nail fixing plank of 7, x12,, who
on being enquired admitted that they intended to commit dacoity in
superbus. During cross by defence he stated that porice did not record his
statement.

19. pw12 Jabbar Ali in his evidence stared that on the day of
incident he heard that vDp members found one wooden prank on
National High way. Hearing hala he went to the house of Hojorur and
had seen the wooden prank which was seized by porice. He proved his
signature in the seizure list vide Ext.1 (3).

18.
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20. PW13 0ne of the Investigating officer deposed that on
being entrusted to complete the investigation of the case, he submitted
charge-sheet against the accused persons u/s 3gg Ipc vide Ext.2.

27' Pw14 Rustam Raj Brahma the Investigaring officer
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deposed that on 31.08.08 while he was serving as I/c, North Bongaigaon

P.P at around 11,:45 P.M one Hojorul Islam resident of No.1 Garogaon

informed him that they caught two persons in making preparation to

commit dacoity and some others fled away. On receipt of the information

he made the GDE No.724 dtd 31.08.08 (Ext.3) and along with staff wenr

to the place of occurrence. He recorded the statement of the witnesses

including vDP Secretary who informed him and also seized M.Ext.1 the

nail fixing plank 7' x L2" preparing to burst the wheels of the vehicles

from accused Ahmed Ali and Monowar Hussain in presence of witnesses

vide seizure list Ext.1. He also stated that during investigation he came to

know that accused Enamul Hoque, samidul Hoque, Amirul Islam,

Alachuddin Sheikh, Sukur Ali, Lalchan Mia and some other along with

the apprehended accused Ahmed Ali and Monowar Hussain assembled

on National High way at No. 1 Garogaon with intend to commit dacoity.

He arrested both the apprehended accused persons and also filed the

F.I.R Ext.4. During cross he stated that at the time of verbal information,

no name of any accused persons were told to him. He seized M.Ext.1

from the house of VDP Secretary.

22. Section 3gg IPC is confined to making preparation for
commission of dacoity. so the prosecution must prove from some

evidence directly or indirectly or from attending circumstances that the

accused persons had assembted for no other purpose than to make

preparation for commission of dacoity. The prosecution is to show some

conduct to prove the factum of preparation by the assembly and that the

accused persons had conceived any such design for committing dacoity

and in fact intended to achieve the object for which they had assembled.

23. In this case, the evidence of pw1 indicates that on the day

of incident when he and 10 others were on vDp duty, at around 11:00
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P.M he had seen accused Ahmed Ali and Monowar Hussain standing
under a tree and then handed over them to vDp secretary Hajrul Islam
(Pwg). He admitted that without any enquiry rhey caught them only on

suspicion. He also admitted that he did not know if both the accused

were waiting in the road for bus. Turning to the evidence of pw3 Amjad
Ali, I find that according to him who was also on vDp duty on that night,
at about 11:00 P.M they noticed some persons assembled on road but
seeing the vDP persons, others ran away while they succeed to hold

accused Ahmed Ali and Monowar Hussain who were standing there and

they also found a nail fixing plank of about 6 / 7, length kept leaning in a
nearby tree. So far his evidence accused Ahmed and Monowar confessed

that they brought the plank to obstruct vehicles, but in the same breathe

during cross this witness admitted that at the time of incident accused

Ahmed Ali might have proceeded towards home on foot. so pw3

himself retracted the exrra judiciar confession of accused Ahmed Ali
allegedly made before him. Besides others pws including vDp
personnels did not corroborate that the apprehended accused admitted

before them that they brought the plank with intend to commit dacoity

During cross both PW1 and pw3 stated that they had not seen other five
accused persons in the place of occurrence. Though pw4 Muktar
Hussain stated that hearing halla when he came out, he had seen accused

Monowar and Ahmed AIi holding by vDp persons were taken to the

house of vDP secretary Hojrur Islam and near the place of occurrence

one 6 I 7'length nail fixing plank keeping leaning in a tree was found and

on being asked they confessed that they brought the same with intent to
cause puncture to the vehicles passed by but during cross,contradicting

own statement admitted that the two accused might have caught while
proceeding towards home and such type of nail fixing plank sometimes
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was found lying on road. He admitted that they were caught on

suspicion. vDP Secretary Hojrul Islam (Pwg) did not corroborate that on

being asked by him, the apprehended boys admitted that they brought the

plank to commit dacoity. He clearly stated that the boys were caught on

suspicion only.

24. Per contra PWS Premananda Ray who was also on VDP

duty on that night implicated accused Ahmed Ali and Enamul Hoque that

were seen in the place of occurrence though he did not know why Ahmed

Ali and Emanul Hoque were caught. Being a VDP person who was on

duty on that night, he did not know the reason of holding the two

accused. Moreover, this witness instead of Monowar implicated Enamul

Hoque whereas other PWs completely negate presence of accused

Enamul besides accused samidul, Amirul, sukur AIi and Alachuddin AIi

at the place of occurrence. Corroborating evidence of PW4, he also stated

that sometimes such type of nail fixing plank were found lying in road.

According to PWS, Ahmed Ali and Enamul Hoque were caught on

suspicion. PW6 and PWB also stated that the accused persons were

caught on suspicion. PWB hearing halla came out from home and came

to know that accused Ahmed and Monowar were caught on suspicion.

PWB also stated that on being asked, Monowar told him that when he

was going by road, he was caught. Bare reading of the evidence of pw9

Hojorul Islam the vDP secretary what clearly emerges is that on that

night his elder brother Amirul Islam had seen accused Ahmed Ali with a

nail fixing plank and was brought by public to his house. so this witness

did not state that accused Monowar Hussain or Enamul Hoque were also

caught. The material fact that accused Ahmed Ali was seen with the nail

fixing plank by Amirul Islam was not stated before I.o. Amirul Islam

who had seen accused Ahmed Ali with nail fixing plank as per evidence
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of VDP Secretary (PWg) was examined as PW10 who deposed that he

had seen accused Ahmed Ali placing a plank but seeing two persons

passed by bi-cycle, Ahmed kept aside the plank and as soon as the said

two persons crossed the place, then again Ahmed Ali placed the plank

and then he (PW10) raised hulla. Accordingly, many persons gathered

there and handed over the accused Ahmed Ali to PW9 Hojrul Islam. But

the material fact that he had seen the accused Ahmed Ali placing the

plank was admittedly not stated in statement u/s 161 CrPC. As per his

(PW10) evidence after he, who was not on VDP duty, hold the accused,

other persons including Faruk, Jabbar, Thakur, Hojrul came there which

is not corroborated by other PWs. The hostile witness PW11, Umar

Faruk stated that finding accused Ahmed Ali on road, he was caught. In

this case so far the evidence of PW10 not by VDP persons but he at first

had seen the accused Ahmed AIi with the plank whereas PWI-, PW3,

PW5 stated that on that night when they were on VDP duty caught the

two accused. These witnesses did not state that PW10 had seen the

accused Ahmed placing plank on road and then on raising hulla he was

caught by them. As per the evidence of VDP persons, the seized plank

was found keeping leaning on a tree beside the road. They only suspected

that the accused had assembled with the plank for the purpose of

committing dacoity.

25. A careful consideration of the evidence of pWs as

discussed above goes to show that there is marked discrepancy in the

statement of the witnesses regarding under what circumstances two

accused were caught and who were caught. The mere fact that two

accused were found at 10/11 P.M on road and a plank was found leaning

in a nearby tree cannot by itself prove that they assembled for the

purpose of committing dacoity or for making preparation to accomplish
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that object. The plank was seized from the house of VDP Secretary

(PWg) not from the accused. Witness PW10 & PW11 denied their

signature supposed to be in seizure list. PW12 another seizure witness

also stated that he had seen the plank in the house of PW9. He had not

seen the seizure plank in the hand of accused Ahmed AIi. According to

the Investigating Officer (PW14) also, he seized the plank from the

house of PW9. So seizure of the plank from the accused is also not

proved.

Because of what have been discussed and pointed out26.

above, what can also not be ignored is that not a single witness support

the evidence of PW10 that he at night hold the accused Ahmed Ali. After

careful consideration of the prosecution witnesses and materials on

record and in view of the foregoing analysis, I am of the considered view

that prosecution cannot be said to have proved its case beyond all

reasonable doubt and therefore benefit of doubt is to be given in favour

of the accused persons.

27. Accordingly, accused Ahmed Ali, Enamul Hoque, Samidul

Hoque, Amirul Islam, Alachuddin Sheikh and Sukur Ali are acquitted on

benefit of doubt and set them at liberty. Their bail bonds shall remain in

force till next six months.

28. Given under my hand and the seal of this court on this -15e

day of June,2017.

Dictated and corrected by me,

Q-, "C/ t\^,
(1. Barrhan)

Sessions Judge,

9o'a
(1. Barman)

Sessions Judge,
Bonoaioson.
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APPENDIX

Prosecqtion witness:
PW 1- Bajlur Rahman
PW2- LalMiya
PW3- AmjadAli
PW4- MuktarHussain
PW5- PremandandaRay
PW6- JaboruddinMiah
PW7 - BirenRay
PWB - Md. Moinul Hoque
PWg - Hojorul Islam
PW10 - Amirul Islam
PW11 - Umar Faruk
PW12 - Jabbar Ali
PW13 - Babul Ch. Das (IO)
PW14 - Rustam Raj Brahma (IO)

Defence Witness:
Nil.

Documents exhibited by prosecution:

Ext-1
Ext-2 Charge-sheet.
Ext-3 Extract copy of North Bongaigaon pp.
Ext-4 F.I.R

Materials exhibited blz Prosecution:
Nil.

Defence Exhibit:
Nil () :k

Yth"'
(1. Borman)

Sessions Judge, 1
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